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Introduction
Although this essay will focus on the visual changes of places commonly referred
to as “Little Italies” of one sort or another,
it is necessary to lay out some keywords as
well as the methodological and theoretical groundwork for appreciating my work.
Most importantly, in my visual studies I have
synthesized theories about visualizing spatial practices to argue that ordinary people
change the meaning of spaces and places
by changing their appearance (1993, 2002,
and 2004a, 2004b: 27). The first of these
keywords is “vernacular landscapes” that
I discovered in John Brinckerhoff Jackson’s
writings while looking for a concept that
would allow me to translate my visual sociological studies of ethnic neighborhoods,
in the first case, Italian American ones, for
the readers of Places which is a journal on
architecture, landscape, and urbanism and
whose audience includes designers, artists,
and photographers (Krase 1993). For Jackson, vernacular landscapes are part of the
life of communities which are governed by
custom and held together by personal relationship. Such spatial organizations cannot
be understood «… unless we ask ourselves
who owns the spaces, how they were created and how they change» (1984: 6). To this,
Dolores Hayden added that, in multiethnic

cities immigrant and ethnic vernacular urban landscapes, provide “…an account of
both inclusion and exclusion”.
Jackson tried to redirected the focus of
urban scholars to the needs and tastes of
average working people as opposed to the
grander designs of architects and planners.
According to him landscapes are to be lived
in and not just to look at, therefore these everyday worlds of ordinary people deserved
serious attention. Jackson’s perceptive work
neatly complements social researchers’ interests in how and why groups are where
they are in the city, and how space effects
their social interactions and opportunities.
Vernacular landscapes change as a result of
forces such as immigration, and gentrification that in many cases create layers, or palimpsests, of competing cultural artifacts.
(See Figures 1 - 4) Urban vernacular landscapes are an important part of the larger,
cultural landscape «…that includes cultural and natural resources associated with an
historic event, activity, person, or group of
people...» as well as «…works of art, texts
and narratives of cultures, and expressions
of regional identity» (CLF 2009).
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Fig. 1.

Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, New York, 2015.											
The neighborhood of Bensonhurst, Brooklyn has long been thought of one of New York City’s many Little Italies. In the 1990s it began to change due to immigration from China. This photo represents the competition between the groups in defining a major commercial strip via ethnic commercial vernaculars.
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Fig. 2.

Chinatown and Little Italy, Mulberry Street, Manhattan, New York, 2019.
						
Similar to San Francisco’s, Manhattan’s most famous Little Italy and Chinatown have existed cheek by jowl for at least a century. While the Italian population of the area has declined it has been more than made up for by the increase in Chinese and other Asian residents and businesses.
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Fig. 3.

Belmont, The Bronx, New York, 2014.											
The Little Italy of Belmont, or “Arthur Avenue,” in the Bronx is a major tourist attraction today, but, as in other Little Italies, the number of Italian
American residents is small. In their place have come immigrants from Latin America, the Middle East, and, represented in this complex graffito memorial,
Albanians from Kosovo.
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Fig. 4.

Italian Harlem, Manhattan, New York, 2016. 											
East Harlem has had a long history of ethnic change. Italians came to dominate through the 1980s when the population, and the name, changed to Spanish
Harlem. In this photo, the flag of Puerto Rico represents one of the major Latino groups in the area who are now demographically challenged by others
from Mexico and Central America.
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Competing Ethnic Vernaculars.
As to why the study of vernacular, as opposed to “polite”, architecture is more valuable for insight into social history he argued
that since the nineteenth century, «Innumerable new forms have evolved, not only
in our public existence—such as the factory,
the shopping center, the gas station, and so
on—but in our private lives as well» (11819). Jackson also commented on the visual
competition commercial vernacular (246),
that included motels, fast-food franchises,
garages, and strip malls. Inspired by Jackson’s work, I wrote «Beyond the great public spaces and edifices lies a vast domain of
little people and little structures which in
fact comprise most of our material society
and where ordinary people have created
distinct landscapes and places. The designs
of these neighborhoods are such in the way
that space is socially constructed. Italians,
like all migrants, carry designs or living
from the original home environments and
adapt them to the resources and opportunities in new locales» (1993: 46).
The main thrust of my visual studies is
demonstrating how ordinary people change
the meaning of spaces and places by changing what those spaces and places look like,
both to themselves and especially outside
observers. I should note that in my work, I include people and their social activities in the
visual fame as part of the vernacular landscape. For example, how a space is being
used—what is going in the space—changes
its meaning. For example, how a homeless
person creates a home in a doorway.

Without using the term itself, the importance of vernacular landscapes is widely recognized among social scientists. For
David Harvey «Different classes construct
their sense of territory and community in
radically different ways. This elemental fact
is often overlooked by those theorists who
presume a priori that there is some ideal-typical and universal tendency for all human beings to construct a human community of roughly similar sort, no matter what
the political or economic circumstances»
(1989: 265). Anthony D. King (1996) saw
cities as “text” to be read. I would add that
ethnic, and other kinds of, vernacular landscapes are crucial, yet often ignored parts
of that urban text (See also Lynch 1960:
1-13). In basic agreement with King, Sharon Zukin noted the geographic battles
over access and representations of the urban center. In that regard she noted «…the
endless negotiation of cultural meanings
in built forms—in buildings, streets, parks,
interiors—contributes to the construction
of social identities» (43). And, «Visual artifacts of material culture and political
economy thus reinforce—or comment
on—social structure. By making social rules
“legible” they represent the city» (1966: 44).
Mark Gottdiener argued that spatial semioticians would recognize that social and
cultural meanings are attached to urban
landscapes as well as to the people and activities observed on the scene (1994: 15-16).
Our second keyword is “Little Italy”,
which is both a concrete and symbolic version of Italian American ethnic enclaves. As
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Fig. 5.

Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York, 2019.											
Carroll Street, near the highly polluted Gowanus Canal, has been a Southern Italian American enclave since the turn of the 20th Century. This photograph on a gentrifying block is an example of how Italian Americans appropriate public space for the own use.
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Fig. 6.

Little Italy, University Village, Chicago, 2018.										
The Little Italy, or University Village, in Chicago is rapidly gentrifying, but a few older commercial vernacular stores remain such as Mario’s Italian Lemonade store on Taylor Street.
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Fig. 7.

Little Italy, Mulberry Street, Manhattan, New York, 2018.										
While most of Mulberry Street’s historic Little Italy has become an Ethnic Theme Park, as in Chicago, a few legacy businesses remain to demonstrate what it
used to look like.
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Fig. 8.

Belmont, The Bronx, New York, 2014.												
One of the best examples of a vernacular commercial display of the “Taste of Necessity,” I have photographed is the entrance to the famous Teitel Brothers
Wholesale and Retail Grocery Company, established in 1915 which is known for high-quality Italian specialty items.

tic in the sense of the literal meaning of the
term. It should not be an academic “judgment”. Commonsensically, “Authentic”
Little Italies, as opposed to those serving
as Ethnic Theme Parks of one sort or another, are most likely to be located in less
known, perhaps even anonymous, ordinary
places and spaces in which concentrations
of people of Italian descent continue to live
and work. In many cases, the number of
Italian Americans living in “Authentic” Little Italies in the densely populated centers
of major cities is waning. However, due to
migration and natural increase, their number has grown in suburbs and other locations outside central cities. (See Alba, Logan and Crowder 1995). I must note from
a symbolic perspective, that these authentic concentrations of Italian Americans, as
their anonymous urban iterations, are not
referred to as “Little Italies”.
Almost all of the historical Little Italies,
created generally in the period 1890-1920
were located in mixed residential, commercial, and industrial neighborhoods. Geographically, they were formed in or near the
busy centers of major American cities such
as New York, Boston, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Chicago, St Louis, and San Francisco to name some of the most famous.
These have slowly disappeared but, in some
cases, the social and cultural capital of ethnic vernacular architecture is important
aspect of local tourism efforts. Such “Ethnic Theme Parks” (Krase 2019, 2004) are a
variant of Michael Sorkin’s “themed” cityscapes designed for social control. Sorkin

I have argued about the production of ethnic enclaves: «Theoretically, if immigrants
could, they would replicate the highly valued places and spaces from which they
came» (1993: 46). However, architectural,
and other physical artifacts of ethnicity are
only noticed when they successfully clash
with the cultural values of the dominant
society (229). That is why, in most cases,
one must be content with finding examples
of ethnic influences found in vernacular architecture and landscapes. The central elements of Italian American neighborhoods
are represented in vernacular landscapes.
For example: Italian enclaves tend to be
small scale and arranged so to facilitate
intra-family and interpersonal relations;
Italians have a great tolerance, if not a
preference, for high human density; Italian communities endorse the supremacy
of private (family) over public (nonfamily);
individuality and competitiveness are emphasized over conformity and cooperation;
and the physical and symbolic defense of
individual, family and neighborhood spaces
is the most important feature (Krase 1993).
Unfortunately, the iconic term “Little
Italy” is generally reserved for the most
famous touristic attractions, which I refer
to as “Ethnic Theme Parks” as opposed to
more and less authentic Italian American
enclaves. Although the term “authentic” is
also semiotically troublesome, it is in common usage in the humanities and social
sciences such as by Sharon Zukin in Naked
City: The Death and Life of Authentic Urban
Places (2011). For me, all places are authen123

a common signifier for ethnic vernaculars.
These signs are artifacts of ordinary social
interaction often mark the boundaries of
settlement spaces, and indicate that we
are “at home” in our neighborhood. They
can be extracted from this context and rendered as representations of ethnic spaces.
Style of dress is a phatic sign, since it is a
key component of the social interactions
among those who share a culture. But to
cultural strangers, style of dress works as
an expressive sign, advertising one’s place
of origin, religious affiliation, etc.
Cultural traits are visually available as
social performances in vernacular architecture. For example, Mike Davis (2001)
showed how Latino’s practicing Latinidad
“reinvented” Los Angeles. For Anthony
Giddens it is “Human Agency” which transforms representation into practice though
continuous social action within the constraints of structure (1984). His idea tracks
closely to notions of precarity, informal,
and spontaneity. Erving Goffman (1959)
would submit that the way that all ethnics present themselves on the street can
be viewed as practice as well as representation. It is their own agency which transforms mere representation into practice.
My own and these as well as many other
insights blend easily with Pierre Bourdieu’s
notion of “habitus” and of “taste” which
are visible in the vernacular landscape as
for me the landscape includes people and
social activities (1984 and 1977). Pierce K.
Lewis’“Axioms for Reading the Landscape”
.. such as The Axiom of Common Things,

lamented the potential loss of «The familiar spaces of traditional cities, the streets
and squares, courtyards and parks, are our
great scenes of the civic, visible and accessible, our binding agents» (1992: xi-xv). They
represent a form of “commodification”, or
when economic value is assigned to something not previously considered in economic terms; for example, an idea, identity or
gender. The commodification of vernacular
architecture and other spatial practices expands or creates a new market and applies
to ethnic as well as many marketable “life
style” or other spatial practices such as art
communities. In the spectacle of the Ethnic
Theme Park the social value of the ethnic
neighborhood, produced by the immigrant,
is transformed by its capacity to produce
festivals, restaurants, and other amusements for outsiders.
For Shortell and Krase (2011) ethnic
identity markers are in a constant state of
tension among alternative interpretations
of Self and Other. Roman Jakobson (1960,
1972) identified three sign functions that
can help disentangle competing meanings
in urban neighborhoods: expressive, conative, and phatic. People create expressive
signs during their everyday practices via rituals of identity. Some visible practices are
using flags or national colors to denote ethnic origins. Conative signs attempt to influence others’ behavior. Some of these signs,
such as gang grafitti, can be markers of exclusion. So too can the uses of “foreign” alphabets that outsiders cannot understand.
Phatic signs facilitating social relations is
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which has been obvious in my work such as
“Common landscapes—however important they may be—are by their nature hard
to study by conventional academic means.

The reason is negligence, combined with
snobbery (1976: 8).
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Fig. 9.

Little Italy Entrance, Mulberry Street, Manhattan, New York, 2019.									
The Mulberry Street Little Italy is New York’s most well-known and most visited. It has also been designated as a specially protected Business District by
City government. Despite being well-defined geographically, the merchants felt the need for a prominent entranceway.
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Fig. 10. Belmont, Arthur Avenue, The Bronx, 2014.											
Like Mulberry Street, Belmont’s Arthur Avenue Little Italy is also very well-known but in contrast to an arched entrance it chose to announce itself with
this sign on the side of a prominent Building.
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Fig. 11.

Restaurant, Mulberry Street, Manhattan, New York, 2019. 										
This rather rude statue of “The David” graces the exterior of one of Mulberry Streets many “red sauce” restaurants catering to tourists. Symbolically, it
indicates the distance between an authentic ethnic enclave and an ethnic theme park.
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Fig. 12. Restaurants, North End, Boston, 2018.												
Like New York’s Mulberry Street, Boston’s North End Little Italy is visually dominated by many “Italian” restaurants, some of which are owned by locals,
and most of whose clientele are tourists.
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Fig. 13. Entrance to the “Italian” Market, Bella Vista, Philadelphia, 2011.								
Although the “Italian Market” in Bella Vista Philadelphia no longer exclusively offers “Italian” food and other products, it remains the Theme Park’s
greatest draw for visitors, even as the residential part of the neighborhood rapidly gentrifies.
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Fig. 14. Little Italy Entrance, Wooster Street, New Haven, 2016.										
Even though there is very little left of New Haven’s, once crowded, thriving Italian American enclave, Wooster Street still attracts tourists who might
enter through this archway and expect much more than they will actually find in the way of authenticity.
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Fig. 15. Pepe’s Restaurant Pizzeria, Wooster Street, New Haven, 2016. 										
Pepe’s Restaurant Pizzeria is probably the most famous of all the eateries that remain on Wooster Street. As in other Little Italies, more upscale restaurants and shops have appeared on recent years.
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Fig. 16. Little Italy, Baltimore, Maryland, 2009.											
What remains of Baltimore’s Little Italy is not as large, or well-known as those in either New York or Boston, but its vernacular landscape also contains
a large number of restaurants. The distinctive, “Formstone,” a type of stucco siding of the buildings, is used widely in Baltimore and is a defining feature of
this area. Similar siding is found in many other more and less authentic Italian enclaves.
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Fig. 17.

Little Italy, University Village, Chicago, Illinois, 2018.									
Taylor Street, is the site of Chicago’s Little Italy Ethnic Theme Park. Leone’s Pizzeria, “Since 1950,” is one of the last Italian American legacy businesses.
Another Italian American feature on Taylor Street was the Italian American Sports Hall of Fame which was there from 2003 until 2019.

A central focus of my research is gentrification and how it materializes in the
urban landscape. As a result, I have a large
collection of photographs on gentrified and
gentrifying neighborhoods defined demographically, in social science literature, in
popular media, or by the real estate industry. In «Poland and Polonia: Gentrification
as ethnic aesthetic practice and migratory
process» (2005), I attempted to show some
of the visual similarities in commercial vernacular landscapes of gentrified places by
holding constant the ethnic dimension and
describing them as a matter of Bourdieu’s
Tastes of Luxury or Necessity. Pierre Bourdieu’s Distinction between the taste of «necessity» and the taste of «luxury» that help
understand how spaces become more attractive to more advantaged consumers of
housing, goods, and services. (1984: 174-5)
This also involved looking for symbolic expressions of class position, aesthetic tropes,
or specific types of commercial establishment of gentrification, that are indicators
or semiotics of upscaling such as upscale
coffee shops serving cappuccino (Atkinson
2003, Zukin 1995). I think of gentrification
as a shift in semiotics or the meaning of the
space/place changes as opposed to merely
the physical alteration in the space/place. It
is a movement from a taste of necessity to
a taste of luxury. In some cases, the vernacular of ethnic or working-class neighborhoods, the patina, or ambiance if you will,
is commodified but at the same tamed or
domesticated, i.e. “themed” (Krase 2005:
187-88). It is possible for such, even “shab-

Our third keyword is “Gentrification”,
usually defined as the conversion of socially marginal and working class areas of
the central city to middle-class residential
use. The common use of the term began in
the 1960s. Urban ecologists might call this
phenomenon the invasion and succession
of inner city neighborhoods by the “new
bourgeoisie and petite bourgeoisie”. Writing about gentrification, and the displacement o the activities of the poor from the
streets and city spaces in 18th and 19th century England, J.B. Jackson wrote «in brief,
much of the traditional play, popular with
working class citizens, located at the center
of town where the players lived and worded, was driven out, either by the shortage
of space or by police decisions to improve
traffic circulation and promote order» (11).
As noted, visual attention to urban
vernacular landscapes allow us to identify
conflict, competition, and dominance at
a level not usually noticed and which can
easily be related to abstract theories and
descriptions. Most important for our current discussion, are productions of “Symbolic Capital”, defined by Bourdieu as «The
collection of luxury goods attesting to the
taste and distinction of the owner» (1977:
188), which help us to understand the
residential and commercial up-scaling of
working-class white ethnic areas during a
later phase in the second circuit of capital
such as did New York City’s Bohemian (and
Italian) Greenwich Village in the 1970s (See
Jacobs 1969, Ware 1965, and Tricarico 1984).
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bily chic” productions can be incorporated
into the gentrified scene.
We will now turn to a selection of Preand Post- Gentrification Photographs from
some of the more and less famous Little

Italies in America such as those found in
Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, New York City,
and St. Louis to see the visual changes in
the vernacular landscapes from tastes of
necessity to luxury.
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Fig. 18. Jennies, North End, Boston, 1983. 											
In one of my early photography trips to the North End, in 1983, I stumbled upon, the rather pretentious “Jennies Italian Cuisine” restaurant in a rather rundown alleyway.
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Fig. 19. Jennies, North End, Boston, 2018. 											
During a later visit in 2018, I was surprised to see how much upscaling had taken place in the same location. I must note that bicycles and bike racks are
common icons of gentrification.
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Fig. 20. Italian American Alley, Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn, New York, 2014. 								
Figures 19 and 20 are examples of how “repeat photography” help to show visual changes, but in this photo one can easily see how the Italian American
housing vernacular has been replaced by more upscale development. As is true of Carroll Street, this back alley is on the fringe of a well-developed very
expense gentrified neighborhood.
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Fig. 21. Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn, New York, 2019.										
In the sections of Carroll Gardens Historic District houses once owned by Italians have been sold for millions of dollars and are being restored and
renovated. This one sports a “Green Contractor” sign which is another icon of gentrification.
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Fig. 22. Nolita, Manhattan, New York, 2016.
											
This street scene clearly afforms Wikipedia’s description of Nolita as: “… a charming, upscale area with a trendy vibe. It’s known for its chic shopping scene,
and has plenty of designer jewelry shops, unique clothing boutiques and home-design stores.
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Fig. 23. Nolita, Manhattan, New York, 2016.
										
A close up look at a “Taste of Luxury” gourmet Italian food shop in Nolita provides an excellent contrast to the appearance of Italian American commercial Tastes of Necessity in several previous Figures.
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Fig. 24. Upscale Mix on Mulberry Street’s Little Italy, Manhattan, New York, 2016.								
As is obvious in this photo, gentrification, or otherwise residential and commercial upscale development, is taking place on Mulberry Street.
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Fig. 25. Upscaling Bar in Little Italy, Mulberry Street, Manhattan, New York, 2016. 								
Sometimes the upscaling in Little Italies takes advantage of ethnic stereotypes as does this make believe old mobster bar on Mulberry Street.
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Fig. 26. Upscale Housing, Italian Harlem, Manhattan, New York, 2018.
							
As in most New York Little Italies, very few Italian American residents remain but on the streets where there once lived luxury housing development is
booming. In this photo, an old tenement stands beside a newly renovated structure.
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Fig. 27. Starbucks, Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, New York, 2015.											
Although gentrification is not taking place to any great extent in Bensonhurst, there is some intrusion of gentrifying icons such as this Starbucks coffee
shop on a busy muilt-ethic shopping street..
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Fig. 28. Condos For Sale, Little Italy, University Village, Chicago, 2018. 									
Another common indicator of gentrification in urban neighborhoods that were once working and middle-class, is the building of new condominiums, or
the conversion of older buildings to coops or condos such as here in University Village.
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Fig. 29. Fuel Coffee, Little Italy, Wooster Square, New Haven, 2016. 								
Like Starbucks, and organic food stores, trendy coffee shops with cryptic names have become signs of upscale retail and residential trends in city neighborhoods.
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Fig. 30. Restored Housing Contrast, Little Italy, Baltimore, Maryland, 2009.									
As in other once-depressed central city locations that were colonized by Italian immigrants, some such as Carroll Gardens in Brooklyn, Bella Vista in Philadelphia, and Baltimore’s Little Italy are now valued as historic districts and the restoration of once humble residential structures is in full swing. As
previously noted, in Baltimore Formstone was applied to cover the original brick buildings and in this photo we see the transformation of some of them.
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Fig. 31. Little Italy, Wooster Square, New Haven, 2016. 											
Just one street north of Wooster Street is the Wooster Square Historic District where what once were rooming houses and other multi-family houses for
Italian Americans family are restored high-priced condominiums for sale.
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Fig. 32. Gentrified Bocce Court, Bella Vista, Philadelphia.											
Perhaps the greatest irony of gentrification in Little Italies are the newcomers who appropriate Italian ethnic practices such as these gentrifiers playing
Bocce in Bella Vista who are being watched by some remaining Italian American residents.
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